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i was a fan of the previous version (which was free, as far as i can
see) but this new version is a big improvement over the previous.
i'm very impressed with the new features, especially the ability to
export directly to web and even frame as you export in photoshop
or premiere pro. that's a must-have feature for me. nice to see the

ability to create groups of images and share the same effects to
group of images. this is great but there's no way to share "shared"
(the same effect used on all selected images) styles - proshow is

by far the best slideshow app around. i use it professionally at work
and am a big fan of their new "universal" style systems. when i use

other slideshow software i like to tweak slideshows i've created.
proshow allows me to quickly change all images in a slideshow to
an effect. i can also quickly change all "shared" styles to a single
effect. a few months ago, proshow introduced us to their designer
style creator, and now they've added a new product in this area as
well. it's called "proshow designer style packs" and the pack in this

case is called "your turn to make animations!" it's pretty simple;
you select one of the 10 animation scenes from the pack, drop

your photo or video, specify the duration of each frame and then
click the button to convert it into an animation. proshow designer
style packs are a great way to create your own slideshows without

writing code, and if you know some html, css and javascript, it's
possible to customize the animations further. without question,
proshow producer is the easiest way to make high-quality video

slideshows from your photos, videos, and music. and because it's
built into the camera that is producing the video, it's also very fast.

it's a matter of a few seconds to make a video, and proshow
producer makes it easy to do in just a few minutes. proshow
producer makes it easy to build digital media shows, record

yourself or a friend or family member for a quick video audition,
create videos for sale at your own web site, and produce dvd

shows. if you want to explore the very latest additions to proshow
producer, check out this roundup of recent releases.
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